Abstmct-This paper considers the design of binary Mock codes that are capaMe of correcting UP to t symmetric errors and detecting all unidirectional errors. A class of systematic tsymmetric-error-correctingM1-unidirectional-error-detecting (t-S~ECIAUED) codes are proposed. When = o the proposed codes become Berger codes. For t = 1, the proposed codes are puts. t-symmetric-errorcorrecting/all-unidirectional-errordetecting (t-SyECIAUED) codes were proposed for applications in digital systems [31-[51, [71-[1~1, [141-[16] with the objective that if there are fewer than or equal to t errors, all of them could be corrected and if there are more than t errors shown to be of "asymptotically optimal order." Methods to construct nonsystematic t-SyECIAUED codes for t = 2 and 3 are also presented in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
RROR detecting/correcting codes are used to protect data E against errors [l] . Errors may be transient or intermittent owing to electrical noises, disturbances, radiations, etc.
[2], or they may be manifestation of hardware faults such as lines in a logic circuit stuck-at-0 or stuck-at-1 . The error that changes a bit in a binary word from O( 1) to a l(0) is called a O( 1)-error. Traditionally researchers have concentrated on error detecting/correcting codes based on the assumption that both 0-errors and 1-errors are equally probable in a digital system. However, it has been argued that hardware defects in digital systems cause errors of only one type (0-error or 1-error) [3] -[ 161. In such situations, both 0-errors and 1-errors may occur but all errors in a word are of the same type. These errors have been called unidirectional errors [3] . When only one type of error (0-error or 1-error) may occur in a system, such errors are called asymmetric errors.
Whether or not a system is prone to unidirectional errors due to permanent faults, transient errors may always occur. Such errors are usually symmetric, i.e., in an erroneous word both 0-errors and 1-errors could be present. The number of transient or intermittent errors in a word are usually limited, while the number of unidirectional errors can be fairly large due to the fact that a single circuit fault may affect many out- Manuscript received October 21, 1987; revised November 28, 1988 and July 27, 1989 . This work was supported by SDIOiIST under Contract NOOO14-87K-0419 managed by the U.S. Office of Naval Research.
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Heights, NY 10598. This work was performed while he was at the University in a word, then they are detected with the implicit assumption that such errors could only be unidirectional.
In this paper, we propose a class of systematic tSyEC/AUED codes and a class of nonsystematic tSyEC/AUED codes for t = 2 and 3.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, previous works are briefly reviewed. Systematic t-SyECIAUED codes being proposed are discussed in Section 111. Section IV is devoted to the proposed nonsystematic t-SyECIAUED codes (t = 2, 3). In Section V, optimality arguments are presented and the proposed codes are compared to the previously known codes.
PRELIMINARIES
A code C is defined to be a set of codewords. A codeword X is an encoded form of an information word x. If C is a systematic code then X contains x in an unmodified form together with additional bits called check bits.
Systematic all-unidirectional-errordetecting (AUED) codes were given by Berger [ l l ] and also by Frieman [12] . The weight of a binary word, say X , is the number of 1's in X and is written as W ( X ) . w-out-of-n codes contain all words of weight w and length n. For a given code length n, w-outof-n codes with maximum number of codewords are obtained when w = La] or w = [ $ I (where 1x1 is the integer part of x and [x1 is the smallest integer greater than or equal to x ) [12] . Constant weight codes are codes that contain words of a k e d weight. Constant weight codes are examples of nonsystematic AUED codes. Constant weight codes of length n and weight I$] 1-SyECIAUED codes [7] . These codes have also been objects of study by Nikolos et al. [14] . codes were studied by Bose [8] and Nikolos et al. [15] . Both OOl8-9340/90/0600-0752$01 .OO 0 1990 IEEE use redundancy of the order of 3 log k , where k is the number of information bits (unless otherwise stated the base of all logarithms used in this paper is 2). Systematic t-SyEC/AUED codes for t 2 1 were studied by Bose and Pradhan [9] and also by Nikolos et al. [15] . Bose and Pradhan gave a lower bound on the number of check bits in t-SyECIAUED codes with k information bits as log [1+ (; ) + (; ) + ...+ (: )
where (E) is the binomial coefficient.
Next we briefly review the error CorrectingIdetecting capabilities of binary block codes. We start with the following detinitions and notations. Let X and Y be two binary vectors. We denote the number of 1 -+ 0 crossovers from X to Y by N ( X , Y ) . This number cannot be negative. 
SYSTEMATIC t-SYECIAUED CODES
In this section, we propose a method for constructing systematic t-SyECIAUED codes. The following notations are used:
The set of all codewords. A codeword (capital letters for codewords). An information word (lowercase letters for information words). The information lengthhmber of bits in x . The code lengthhmber of bits in X . The number of check bits in a codeword, i.e., r = n -k .
W ( s )
Weight of binary word s, i.e., the number of ones in s. Code-Construction-1: Format of a codeword X in a proposed t-SyECIAUED code is as shown below.
In the codeword shown above, x is information, A represents the check bits to make (xA) a codeword in a systematic t-asymmetric-error-correcting (t-AsEC) code C1 , and B is a codeword in a t-AsEC code C2 with number of codewords equal to the number of different weights of codewords in C1.
The steps of the proposed code construction are given below.
Step 1: Encode the information k-tuples {x} into a systematic t-AsEC code C1. Let X I = (xA) represent the codeword in C1 corresponding to information x .
Step 2: Induce a partition { V I , V2, . . . , V,} on C1 such that two codewords X1 and Y 1 are in the same block of the partition iff their weights are identical. The number of blocks in this induced partition, m , is equal to the number of distinct weights of codewords in C1. Let W ( V i ) be the weight of binary vectors in V i . Choose a t-AsEC code C2 with >rn codewords. Let F be a one-to-one mapping from partition
Step 3: Let X I = ( x A ) E C1 and let X I be in V i . Then extend each X I by appending B = f ( V i ) to it to obtain the desired codeword X , i.e., X = (xAB).
The code construction procedure given above is seen to be similar to those proposed earlier [SI, [14], 1151, [21] . The main differences are: 1) C1 is now a t-AsEC code instead of a t-SyEC code and 2) the suggested choice of B in the codeword format. We Example 3.1: Design a 1-SyECIAUED code for k = 2.
Step 1: First pick a systematic 1-AsEC code C1 with k = 2 to encode the information words x into codewords x A of C1, One such code is given below. Step 2: Next we determine the number of distinct weights of codewords in C1. There are three distinct weights 0, 2, and 4. Now we have to find C2 with at least three codewords. Unlike C1, C2 need not be a systematic code. Following is a 1-AsEC code of length 4 that has three codewords: Now one can define a map from W ( x A ) to codewords of C2 as follows:
Notice that the in the above mapping if i > j then
Step 3: Extend each word in C1 belonging to block Vi by appending f (Vi). The resultant codewords are defined below:
in Code -Construction-1 if C1 or C2 or both were t-SyEC codes instead of t-AsEC codes, the resultant codes from Code-Construction-1 would still be t-SyEC/AUED codes. A designer has to choose codes to use for C1 and C2. The choice of C 1 and C2 determines the complexity of encoding/decoding as well as efficiency. In general, t-AsEC codes. use less redundancy than t-SyEC codes. However, decoding of codes resulting from Code-Construction-1 is simpler if t-SyEC codes are used as C1 and C2 (instead of t-AsEC codes). When C1 and C2 are t-SyEC codes, general decoding for codes obtained by using the code construction algorithm is presented below. If C1 and C2 are t-SyEC codes then if (XrArBr) is received when ( x A B ) was transmitted, (XrAr) can be decoded by using the decoding procedure for C1 and Br can be decoded by using the decoding procedure for C2. In general, a code that guarantees correction of all errors up to t errors can also correct some (but not all) errors of weight greater than t [l].
We however assume that the decoding procedure for the t-SyEC code CI ((22) will attempt to correct only up to t errors, i.e., the decoding procedure for C1 (C2) will change at most t positions in XrAr (Br) in its attempt to derive transmitted word X A ( B ) from XrAr (Br).
Decoding-Procedure-I: Let (xAB) be the transmitted codeword and (xrArBr) be the received word.
1) Decode (XrAr) using the decoding procedure for C1 and decode Br using the decoding procedure for C2.
2) If an uncorrectable error is detected in decoding C1 or C2 in Step 1 declare that an uncorrectable error pattern was detected in (x,ArB,) and stop further decoding. In case both decoding procedures in Step 1 succeed, let the decoded word obtained be (XdAdBd).
3) Since Code-Construction-1 associated each B with a value for weight of ( x A ) , compare W(xdAd) to the value implied by Bd. If the comparison indicates that weight of (XdAd) is what is implied by Bd declare xd as the transmitted information word, otherwise declare an uncorrectable error pattern.
Next we present a proof for the validity of Decoding-Procedure-l . Proof requires the following result stated as Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.1: Let X be a codeword in a t-SyEC code C, X , be X mutated by more than t unidirectional errors and let Xd be obtained by the decoder for C operating on X r . Then, PrmJ Without any loss of generality let the unidirectional errors be 0-errors. Then by assumption in the lemma, W ( X r ) -W ( X ) > t. Decoder for the t-SyEC code C may make at most t corrections. Let tl of these corrections involve a 0 -+ 1 change and t 2 of these corrections involve a 1 4 0 change in X r to obtain X d . Then, tl + t2 5 t and
The minimum value of tl -t2 + t , subject to the constraint that tl +t2 5 t is 0. Thus 
In the proof above, we have also established the fact that in the presence of more than t unidirectional errors if the errors are 0-errors then W ( X d ) > W ( X ) and if the errors are 1-errors, then W ( X d ) < W ( X ) . Next we prove that when Decoding-Procedure-1 is applied to codes constructed by Code-Construction-1 with t-SyEC C1 and C2 codes, correct decoding occurs.
Proof is by showing that Decoding-Procedure-1 correctly recovers the transmitted word in the presence of up to t symmetric errors and declares uncorrectable error in the presence of (t + 1) or more unidirectional errors. Let C I , C2, (xAB), (x,A,B,), and (xdAdBd) be as defined earlier (cf. Decoding-Procedure-1). Since both CI and C2 are t-SyEC codes clearly in the presence of up to t errors in xrAr and/or B, the Decoding-Procedure-1 correctly recovers the transmitted information word. Hence, we need to further consider only the case of (t + 1) or more unidirectional errors. Four cases are possible:
Case a) occurs if the number of errors in both xrAr and B, are less than or equal to t and clearly in this case the decoder makes correct recovery of the transmitted information. In case b), the weight of x A as indicated by Bd is wrong and hence an error is detected in Step 3 of the Decoding-Procedure-1. In case c), there must be more than t errors in xrAr and therefore the errors are unidirectional. By Lemma 3.1 the weight of XdAd is different from the weight of x A . Bd in this case indicates the correct weight of x A . Hence, in Step 3 of Decoding-Procedure-1 unidirectional error would be detected. In case d), since it was caused by unidirectional errors, the weight changes in xdAd and Bd must be in the same direction (proof of Lemma 3.1); that is W(XdAd) < W(XA) and W(Bd) < W ( B ) or W(XdAd) > W(XA) and W(Bd) > W ( B ) . However, in valid codewords of codes constructed by Code-Construction-1 if the weight of segment B goes higher, the weight of segment x A must go lower. Thus, the decoded word is not a valid codeword and unidirectional error is detected in Step 3 of the Decoding-Procedure-l . This completes the correctness proof of Decoding-Procedure-1.
IV. NONSYSTEMATIC t-SYECIAUED CODES
In this section, we describe methods for constructing nonsystematic t-SyECIAUED codes. In Code-Construction-l , if C1 is chosen to be a nonsystematic t-AsEC (t-SyEC) code then the resultant code from Code-Construction-1 is a nonsystematic t-SyECIAUED code. However, more efficient nonsystematic t-SyECIAUED codes are possible that are also easily decodable. In this section, we present two nonsystematic t-SyECIAUED designs. They are for values of t = 2 and t = 3, respectively. The codes proposed are constant weight codes which can be, without penalty, designed to be balanced codes.
A . Nonsystematic 2-SyEC/AUED Code Construction
We assume that it is desired to construct a 2-SyECIAUED code with at least M words. Similar to the approach proposed in [7] we first pick an appropriate w-out-of-k code Cl with M or more words. A word x in Cl is assumed to be represented by a binary k-tuple ( X I , x2, x3, . . . ,xk) . The procedure Code-Construction-2 given later provides a method to augment codewords in C1, by adding 2s additional check bits, to derive a 2-SyECIAUED code. Procedure Code-Construction-2 uses functions over a finite field CP = {ao, a l where xiai = a; if X i = 1, otherwise xiai = a0 and af' = ai if xi : 1, otherwise af' = a1 (recall that a0 and a1 are the additive and the multiplicative identities, respectively, of the finite field CP). The sum and product operations of (1) and (2) are the corresponding operations in CP. Determine s (cf. definition of s notation above) and let U be the set of all 1~/2]-0ut-of-s vectors. Function g used above is an arbitrary one-to-one function from CP to U:
Note that functions T I , T2, and g deked above together with the fact that x is an encoding of information into a wout-of-k code completes the definition of codes being constructed by procedure Code-Construction-2. The weight of all codewords in the code constructed is w + 2 -. The following example further illustrates the propose construction procedure.
Example 4.1: Design a (nonsystematic) 2-SyEC/AUED code of 20 words.
Step 1: First pick a w-out-of-k code C 1 with 220 words.
Optimum choice for C1 is the 3-out-of-6 code.
Step 2: Determine the smallest finite field of order greater than k. Since k = 6, J 7 , the field of integers modulo 7, could be used for field CP.
Step 3: Determine s, the smallest integer such that ( I$ ) 2 7. s = 5 and hence U is the set of 2-out-of-5 bin 5-tuples.
Step 4: Define function g from J7 to U (the set of 2-out-of-5 vectors) arbitrarily such that g is one-to-one. As an example let the function g be as follows:
g(4) = 01100 g(5) = 01010 g ( 6 ) = 01001.
The entire code is now defined and the following table gives it. Note that the code described above is a constant weight code of weight 7. It is possible in general, to design the proposed codes to be balanced codes. For instance, in the example given above the check bits corresponding to g(Tz(x)) can be 3-outof-5 rather than 2-out-of-5 binary vectors. If this was done all codewords would have weight 8. For the sake of simplicity, details of the design of balanced codes are being avoided here, but can be found in [ 181. Theorem 4.1: The codes derived by Code-Construction-2 are 2-SyEC/AUED codes.
Proofi Let x and y, x # y , be two binary k-tuples of weight w and let X and Y be the corresponding codewords in code C derived by the application of procedure Code-Construction-2. Note that x , y , X , and Y are all from constant weight codes X = x g(Tl(x)) g ( T~( x ) ) and Y = y g(Tl(y)) g(T2(y)). ,The proof is a little more involved for this case. Since D ( x , y ) = 4, N ( x , y ) = N ( y , x ) = 2, i.e., in two positions ~ ( y ) has ones where y ( x ) has zeros and in all other positions x and y have identical entries. Let p and q be the positions where x has ones but y has zeros and U and U be the positions where y has 1's but x has zeros. Then Since p , q, U , and U are all distinct none of the above is possible and hence (7) and (8) cannot be simultaneously true.
T I @ ) -T I ( Y ) = a p +a, -a , -a ,
Case 2b): Characteristic of From (9) and (10) we can obtain is greater than 2
Equation (14) implies one of the following two equalities.
or ap -a, = a , -a,.
Equations (9) and (15) imply a, = a,, a contradiction and (16) (9) and (16) imply ap = a, which also is a contradiction.
(a. E. D)

B. Decoding
In this section, we describe a decoding procedure for the codes given by Code-Construction-2. The decoding procedure is first developed informally and later it is stated formally. Recall that a codeword is obtained by concatenating three vectors namely: We next use Observations 1-4 to develop decoding procedures for the ten cases arising due to 5 2 symmetric errors, described in the table above.
in ' by Observation 4. Hence, in these cases declare x = f . $1 is error-free (i.e., gl = g l ) and furthermore from Observation 2 exactly one error is in x and from Observation 3 the error in f is a 0-error (1-error) if nl is positive (negative).
Given that g l = g l , we have g -' ( g l ) = g -' ( g l ) = T l ( x ) , where g-' is the inverse of g defined over the subset of U that is the range of g . Let the single error in i be in position sible.
Observation 3: If I n; I # and I n; I is a positive (negative) b) A pair of (a and a l-error) in gl but none in c) A pair of errors (a 0-error and a 1-error) in g 2 but none in d) A pair of errors (a 0-error and a 1-error) in x but none in g1 or g 2 .
In subcases a), b), and c), either g ( T l ( a ) ) = g l or g(T2(i)) = g 2 , in subcase d) g ( T l ( f ) ) # g l and g(T2(f)> # g 2 . By comparing g ( T l { f ) ) to g 1 and g(T2(f)) to g 2 one can determine whether or not the error pattern belongs to subcase a) or b) or c). If it does belong to subcase a) or b) or c) 0-error be in position i and 1-error in position j . Since both g l and g 2 are error-free in this g -~( g l ) and g -~( g 2 ) are defined. The positions of errors, i and j , can be determined by solving for a; and a, from (25) and (26) 
The decoding procedure for codes derived by an application of Code-Construction-2 is formally stated next. Let x , f , g l , g 2 , 81, g2, n l , n2, n3. and g-I be as defined above.
since f differs from x in exactly one position, j , in which f is 1 and x is 0. If nl is negative compute
Knowing a,, j can be determined and hence the error in position j o f f can be corrected.
Case 8: In this case, g 2 is error-free, g-'(g2) = g-I(g2) =
T~( x )
and f has a single error. Again if the error in f is in position j and nl is positive (negative) find j by determining a, as given in (19) for nl positive or (20) for nl negative:
Decoding Procedure 2: 1) Compute n l , n2, and n3.
2) If In1 I + In2 I + Ins I 2 3 declare uncorrectable error.
Otherwise, do the following:
3) Determine the Case (1-10 of the table given above) to which the error pattern belongs. If the error pattern belongs to Cases 1-9 determine x by following the appropriate steps described above. If the error pattern belongs to Case 10 compare g ( T l ( i ) ) to g l and g(T2(f)) to g 2 and use the decoding steps described above for Case 10.
C . Nonsystematic 3 -SyEC/A WED Code Construction
The construction of 3-SyEC/AUED codes is very similar to that for 2-SyECIAUED codes given above. We define three functions over fields of characteristic 2 T l ( x ) , T 2 ( x ) , and T~( x ) on constant weight information x , where T l ( x ) and T~( x ) are as defined earlier and T~( x ) is defined as follows:
Case 9: In this case, both g1 and g 2 are error-free and f contains two errors. If nl is positive (negative) these two errors are 0-errors (1-errors). Let the errors in f be in positions i and j . Again i and j are determined by solving for a; and a, from (21) and (22) if nl is positive and from (23) and (24) if nl is negative.
5.
(27) ;=I a; Tl(f) -g -' ( g , ) = a; + a i (21) 1 .
-is the multiplicative inverse of a;. The check bits for each ai information vector are obtained by computing g(T;(x)), i = 1, 2, and 3. The decoding procedure is not presented here for the sake of brevity but uses the same principles guiding the decoding of 2-SyEWAUED codes presented above.
T 2 ( f ) = a . a .
v
. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED CODES
The lower bound on the number of check bits in a tSyEC/AUED code given in [9] implies that the number of check bits in a systematic 1-SyEUAUED code should SyEC/AUED code 'designed by Bose [8] uses approximately 3 log k check bits. The systematic 1-SyEC/AUED code constructed by Nikolos et al. [15] also uses redundancy of the same order, though it might result in a savings of few bits over Bose codes in some cases. The advantage of the systematic codes presented here becomes apparent at higher information length. Let rmin(k) be the lower bound on the number of redundant bits required to construct a code of certain error detection/correction ability and ract(k) be the number of redundant bits actually required to construct a code C of that ability, expressed in terms of the information length k. Then the following can be defmed. Proofi The format of a word in code C derived by Code-Construction-1 is ( x A B ) where x is the information, A E Cl a 1-AsEC/l-SyEC code, and B E CZ a l-AsEC/lSyEC code. Earlier, we have argued that 1-AsEC codes are at least as efficient as 1-SyEC codes in terms of redundancy. Here we assume that 1-SyEC codes are used for both C1 and CZ and prove that the resulting codes are of asymptotically optimal order. This ensures that Code-Construction-1 always yields 1-SyEC codes of asymptotically optimal order.
ract(k)
Let k be the number of information bits. One can use a single error correcting Hamming code for C I . The number of check bits in C1 would be [log kl + 1, its length would be k + [log k l + 1, and the number of distinct weights of codewords in CI would be ( k 
Hence, the codes proposed here do not lead to "near optimal codes" for large k , but the number of check bits in the proposed codes is of the same "order" as that indicated by the lower bound on the numr ( k ) ber of check bits. The second point is that the ratio rmin (k) for the 1-SyEC/AUED codes proposed earlier in [8] and [15] tends to 1.5 as k + m. Hence, the codes proposed in this paper use approximately 33% fewer check bits than the codes proposed earlier for large values of k. This improvement in the number of check bits used begins to become evident at moderate values of k as demonstrated in the next section.
Arguing from the perspective taken earlier in proving the optimality of the nonsystematic 1-SyEC/AUED codes of [7] , we can establish that the proposed nonsystematic 2-SyEC/AUED and 3-SyEC/AUED codes are also of asymptotically optimal order. The basic premise of this perspective was that the information to be encoded is already in the form of constant weight vectors of length k and of weight [E] [7] .
This situation is encountered in certain applications such as data storage in optical disks [7] , [lo], [13] . For this situation the proposed nonsystematic 2-SyEC/AUED (3-SyEWAUED) codes can be shown to be of asymptotically optimal order. A detailed proof for 2-SyEC/AUED codes can be found in [ 181.
The main results are summarized here.
Lemma 5.1 [18] : When the information is in the form of w-out-of-k vectors, then any 2-SyEC/AUED code requires at least log ( ( k -w )~ + 3(k -w ) + 2)/2 check bits.
Lemma 5.2 [18] : When the information is in the form of w-out-of-k vectors, then any 2-SyEUAUED code requires at least log ( w 2 + 3w + 1)/2 check bits.
Theorem 5.2 [18] : The minimum number of check bits required for encoding w-out-of-k vectors to form a 2-SyEC/AUED code is 2 log k -3.
Theorem 5.3 [ 181 : The nonsystematic 2-SyEC/AUED codes given by Code-Construction-2 are of asymptotically optimal order if the information vectors are given as constant weight vectors.
Proof In Theorem 5.2, we have established a lower bound for rmin(k). Now our task is to establish an upper bound for ract(k) for the purpose of determining the asymptotic optimality. Recall that 1 is the smallest finite field with order >k and s is the smallest integer such that and ract(k) = 2. In Code-Construction-2, it is not necessary that g(Tl(x)) and g(T2(x)) be members of a balanced code. As a matter of fact, it is clear from the arguments presented in Theorem 4.1 that if g ( T l ( x ) ) and g(TZ(x)) belong to an AUED code set the resultant code would still be a rmin(k> ([q) ing 1-SyEC codes to define check bits B and the other using 1-AsEC codes to define B. It was pointed out earlier that it is easier to decode if B belongs to a 1-SyEC code, however 1-AsEC code is better for efficiency. In Table I Proposed systematic 1-SyEC/AUED codes and systematic 2-SyEC/AUED codes have been compared in Tables I1 and I11 to existing known codes. Note that in these tables both C1 and C2 are SyEC codes. There is room for further improvement in efficiency if AsEC codes are used. In Tables I1 and 111 , n is the length of a code and ''t" indicates that a code with only even weight words was used to define check bits A in the proposed codes. In Table 111 , "$" indicates that these codes are Preparata codes. Preparata codes are 2-SyEC nonlinear codes [19] . The other 2-SyEC codes used in deriving Table  I11 are from Table 9 .1 and Appendix A of [ 11. In Tables I1  and 111 , the best known nonlinear or linear t-SyEC codes with required codewords are used for Cz. A list of most efficient such codes are given in [ 171.
In Table IV , a comparison of nonsystematic 2-SyECIAUED codes is given. Recall that n = k +2s for these codes. Therefore, if n is even, k is even and if n is odd k is odd. In constructing these codes, we have found the largest k for a given n such that k + 2s = n, with s as dehed before. Then the number of codewords in the proposed code is given by 44 46 
